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Dear readers:

It’s hard to believe this is our fifth issue of Via Christi Life. It’s even harder to believe I recently 
celebrated my first anniversary at Via Christi — a very rewarding year learning from our 
dedicated staff and getting to know the communities we serve. 

For most of this past year, we have been involved in a collaborative planning process called 
Vision 2020. In this issue of Via Christi Life, we begin introducing you to our plans for the future.

We envision a new Via Christi built upon the strong heritage of patient-centered care created 
more than a century ago by our founding congregations — the Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother 
and the Sisters of St. Joseph of Wichita. Appropriately, one of the first stories you’ll read 
connects our history to our future. 

We envision a new Via Christi that provides more efficient, better-coordinated care designed 
to keep you healthy and help you manage chronic conditions more effectively. This care will be 
delivered by teams of clinicians led by physicians like Dr. Terry L. Mills of Via Christi Clinic.

In this issue, you’ll read about how Dr. Mills leads a team of 15 physicians and other clinicians 
at three Via Christi Clinic locations in a pilot project to create a new model of care called the 
“patient-centered medical home.” Faster, easier communication with patients and improved 
coordination of their care are two key elements of this new approach to primary care.

Much of the care we deliver in Via Christi — from our physician offices and other outpatient 
clinics to our hospitals and senior care villages — is provided by our excellent, hard-working 
nurses. We envision a new Via Christi in which nurses play key leadership roles and share 
decision-making as vital members of our physician-led care teams. Our senior nursing leader, 
Linda Goodwin, describes her vision for nursing’s future in this issue and we profile four nurses 
serving patients and residents across our continuum of care.

All of our physicians, nurses and other clinicians are committed to providing you and your family 
members with safe, high-quality care. But we envision a new Via Christi that uses improved 
processes to ensure we consistently deliver even higher quality, safer care. 

The mission of our founding leaders — Mother Frances Streitel and Mother Bernard Sheridan 
— compels us to continuously improve. Their passion for patient-centered care guided us in 
developing our new vision for the future of Via Christi: “As an innovative, integrated health care 
team, we build healthier communities and deliver the ideal experience in the way of Christ.” 

Sincerely,

Jeff Korsmo
President and CEO, Via Christi Health
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Jeff Korsmo  
talks with  
Sister M. Therese 
Gottschalk, SSM, 
left, and Sister Lois 
Ann O’Malley, CSJ. 
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[NEW MODELS OF care] [NEW MODELS OF care]

Physicians, nurses and other 
clinicians will lead all decision 
making about health care 

for patients and senior village 
residents at Via Christi Health — 
and that care will be coordinated 
to make sure the right care is 
provided in the appropriate clinical 
setting. 

This care will be delivered by 
physician-led teams of clinicians. 
And every team member in every 
location — from Via Christi’s 
hospitals and outpatient treatment 
centers to its physician clinics and 
senior care villages — will make 
their top priority improving the 
quality, safety and value of the 
care they provide.

This is what the future will look 
like in Via Christi as a result of 
the health care organization’s 

“Vision 2020” strategic planning 
process. This fall, Via Christi begins 
its journey toward a new shared 
vision by implementing a three-
year strategic plan that has been 
developed over the past nine 
months. 

“We are committed to becoming 
even more patient-centered than 
we are now,’’ says Jeff Korsmo, 
president and CEO of Via Christi 
Health. “Everything we do will put 
the patient at the center.

“Our physicians and other clinicians 
— those who know best how to 
make sure we are meeting the 

needs of our patients first — will 
take on new leadership roles 
throughout Via Christi as we work 
to provide team-based care that 
draws on the expertise of all our 
caregivers,” he says.

Via Christi began its strategic 
planning process in January and 
developed a new vision statement 
with six goals to guide the health 
care organization’s work in the 
future.

“The process has been open, 
transparent and inclusive,” Korsmo 
says. “We have held more than 

100 hours of planning meetings 
with more than 200 leaders from 
within Via Christi and our physician 
partners in the community, 
with input from business and 
government leaders, our frontline 
employees and our patients. 

“Our top goal, our most important 
work as a result of Vision 2020,” 
Korsmo says, “will be to improve 
the quality of care that we provide 
and develop innovative new 
models of care that improve the 
health of all the communities 
we serve, including the most 
vulnerable among us.” 

New Via Christi 

Vision statement
As an innovative, integrated health care team, we 
build healthier communities and deliver the ideal 
experience in the way of Christ. 

VISION ELEMENTS

Patient-centered We place the needs of those 
we serve at the heart of all we do.

Clinician-led We are led by clinicians who are 
willing, prepared and engaged in partnering 
with all colleagues in achieving patient-centered, 
team-based care. 

Clinical integration We coordinate, integrate 
and innovate care delivery to create a seamless 
experience. 

Offering the best quality and  
best value in health care We achieve 
improved quality, care experience, population 
health and cost outcomes by providing the right 
care at the right time in the right setting. 

Becoming the best place to practice and 
to work We respect and trust one another, 
share a passion and commitment for doing 
meaningful work, and demonstrate a genuine 
interest in each person’s well-being. 

Building healthier communities We are 
a model and catalyst for building healthier 
communities. 

Coming 
clearly  
into focus

“Everything we do will put 
the patient at the center.” 

— Jeff Korsmo, president and  

CEO, Via Christi Health

Jacques Blackman, MD, a primary 
care physician with Via Christi Clinic, 
is one of the leaders involved in pilot 
testing new models of patient care.

Cost of health care  
It keeps rising, but those 
who pay for it — the 
government, insurance 
companies, businesses 
providing insurance to 
their employees and 
individuals — can no 
longer afford it. Simply 
put, the cost of health 
care is unsustainable. 

Aging population 
Every day, 10,000 
baby boomers become 
eligible for the federal 
government’s Medicare 
insurance program for  
the elderly. As we age,  
our need for services 
grows. So, demand for 
health care services is 
growing exponentially.

Quality improvements  
Even though the United 
States spends the most 
money per person on 
health care among all of 
the developed nations of 
the world, U.S. residents 
don’t live any longer and 
don’t experience better 
outcomes as a result. 

As a health care 

system, we must 

find a way to  

meet increased 

demand with 

better quality care 

at a reduced cost.

Why Via Christi’s new Vision 2020 strategic plan was developed after a review of the environmental forces of change  
affecting health care in the United States. 
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[OUR heritage]

In 1889, Mother Frances Streitel, founder of the Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother, walked 
to city hall in Wichita, Kan., and incorporated St. Francis Hospital as both a 

ministry and a business to serve the poor and underserved. With faith and little more than $5 in 
her pocket, Mother Bernard Sheridan led five Sisters of St. Joseph to open Mt. Carmel Hospital in 
Pittsburg, Kan., in 1903, to care for miners and immigrants.

In October 1995, the two congregations consolidated their healing ministries, CSJ Health System 
and St. Francis Health Corp., to form Via Christi — Latin for “the way of Christ.” Now Via Christi 
launches its Vision 2020 strategic plan with the same mission that has been present since the Sisters 
came to America.

The Sisters were risk takers, says Sister Sherri Marie Kuhn, 
SSM, senior vice president, Mission Integration for Via Christi 
Hospitals in Wichita. They came to a new country not speaking 
the language, yet with a mission to serve those in need. The 
risk-taking vision and the mission to serve the vulnerable remain 
with Via Christi today, she says.

What has endured from a century ago, says Sister Sherri 
Marie, is “the faith and the belief of both congregations in the 
Gospel message of Christ to serve the poor and vulnerable, the 
marginalized of society and those whose needs are not being 
addressed. 

“The role of religious women has always been to address those 
needs and to raise the consciousness of society members to 
their obligation in meeting these needs.”

1903 Sisters of St. Joseph
build Mt. Carmel Hospital  
in Pittsburg 

1925 Sisters of St. Joseph 
buy the Wichita Hospital
at Seneca and Douglas

1889 Sisters of the 
Sorrowful Mother 
establish St. Francis 
Hospital in Wichita

“We all have our role  

in building this  

environment of safety,  

of healing, of compassion.”  

— Sister Sherri Marie Kuhn, SSM, 

senior vice president,  

Mission Integration for 

 Via Christi Hospitals  

in Wichita

1929 St. Francis Hospital 
expands with a new wing 
on Emporia Street

Mother Frances Streitel Mother Bernard Sheridan

A lasting vocation
More than a century later, Via Christi’s future  
is still grounded in Sisters’ original mission

MEETING COMMUNITY NEEDS FOR MORE THAN A CENTURY
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[OUR heritage] [OUR heritage]

Mother Bernard and Mother Frances laid a solid foundation, 
Sister Sherri says. Those who came after continued laying that 
foundation “until it permeated everything we do.” 

Then the Sisters began to invite other men and women who had 
these same values to minister with them, she says. One of those 
is Jay Gilchrist, vice president of Mission Integration at Via Christi 
Hospital in Pittsburg. Gilchrist calls himself the first “non-Sister” 
to hold his position at the hospital.

“My call and my passion are to get out the message that we’re all 
part of the Mission. We’re in the ministry. We all have a spiritual 
call,” he says. 

Gilchrist explains that the Sisters had the foresight to plan for 
leadership formation for all staff, knowing that the congregations’ 
numbers and presence in the ministry would one day dwindle. 

What draws people to serve  
at Via Christi? 
“The number one answer I get is to help people, to care for 
people, to help people get better,” says Gilchrist. “Second is to 
have meaningful work that makes a difference in the community.”

Sister Marie Veronica Janousek, CSJ, has served in many 

1944 St. Joseph Hospital
is built at Clifton and Harry 
in Wichita 

1958 St. Francis Hospital
adds a new wing

professional roles since she began as a nurse’s aide in 1952. 
She retired as vice president of Mission Integration in 2004, is 
spiritual director at the Congregation of St. Joseph Magnificat 
Retreat Center in Wichita and serves part time as a staff 
chaplain at Via Christi Hospitals on Harry and St. Francis.

She calls today’s caregivers “really committed, like our early 
Sisters. They have their sleeves rolled up. They’re ready for 
ministry. They want to give the best outcomes. For people 
who are called to serve in health care and senior services,  
I really believe this ministry is a vocation. You won’t last long  
if you come without the zeal and passion for this sacred 
healing ministry.”

This, in turn, affects how Via Christi staff care for patients and 
residents.

“Patients want to be treated well, to be acknowledged and 
respected,” says Gilchrist. “That certainly plays into our Core 
Value of Human Dignity. The better job we can do of living that, 
the better experience people are going to have.” 

1988 The Sisters of 
St. Joseph acquire 
Georgetown Village

Today Via Christi Hospital 
on St. Francis

Today Via Christi Hospital in Pittsburg Today Via Christi Hospital on Harry Today The newest Via Christi 
Hospital in Wichita on St. Teresa

Intensive Care Unit 
St. Joseph Hospital 
c. 1960

Prayer of Via Christi Health

Good and Gracious God,
Creator and sustainer of the Universe,
You call us to bear your name — Via Christi.

We respond “Yes!” — dedicating ourselves to serve
 as Christ served, to be a healing presence.
We share a special concern for our neighbors  
 who are vulnerable.

We commit ourselves to Human Dignity,
recognizing and respecting the sacredness  
 of each person.

We commit ourselves to Stewardship, 
responsibly caring for all resources
 entrusted to us.

We commit ourselves to Excellence, 
extending ourselves in outstanding service.

Inspired by your Gospel and the Catholic tradition 
 in which we are rooted, 
we stand open to the movement of your Spirit, 
responsive to the needs of our day.

Together, we commit ourselves to being Via Christi.

Via Christi Mission Integration team, from left: Sister Sherri Marie Kuhn, SSM, 
senior vice president, Mission Integration, Via Christi Hospitals in Wichita; 
Judy Wagner, vice president, Mission Services, Mercy Regional Health 
Center, Manhattan; Jay Gilchrist, vice president, Mission Integration, Via 
Christi Hospital in Pittsburg; Lynnette RauvolaBouta, senior vice president, 
Mission Integration, Via Christi Health; Sister Anne Dolores LaPlante, vice 
president, Mission and Pastoral Care, Via Christi Hospitals in Wichita. 

Visit viachristi.org/about-us to learn more about  
Via Christi’s heritage.

Operating room 
St. Francis Hospital 
c. 1960

click+learn
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Terry L. Mills, MD, and 15 other Via Christi Clinic 
physicians are redesigning their primary care 
practices to run like a finely tuned sports car.

To better serve their patients, Via Christi 
Clinic in Newton and the two offices on West 
21st Street in Wichita are participating in 

an 18-month pilot project to 
transform themselves into 

“patient-centered medical homes.” This new 
approach is designed to provide patients  
with more coordinated medical care,  
increased access to preventive services to  
keep them healthy and better management  
of chronic diseases.

“I think this country has underemphasized 
primary care and we’re seeing the results 

New project 

helps primary 

care physicians 

turbocharge 

their practices

of that now with the epidemic of 
obesity, chronic diseases and other 
medical problems,” says Mills, who 
works in Newton and is leading the 
medical home project with Newton 
branch manager Pam Copper. “Our 
challenge is to re-engineer primary 
care to make it more patient-
centered.”

Mills uses a car analogy to illustrate 
the transformation taking place in 
the three Via Christi Clinic primary 
care practices. 

“Our current practice is like a Chevy. 
But what our patients need and 
what society needs is a primary 
care Porsche. Both types of cars are 
built from the same pieces but it’s 
how you select and put those pieces 
together that matters,” Mills says.

In a patient-centered medical home, 
physicians serve as leaders of 
teams of physician assistants, nurse 
practitioners, and 
other clinicians 
focused on 
providing patients 
with the best 
possible treatment 
quickly and efficiently. 

“To take the car analogy 
further, the care team is like 
the pit crew on a racing 
team,” Copper explains.

The primary care project 
is an example of how Via 
Christi is transforming 

in nothing flat
From zero to the doctor

under its Vision 2020 strategic 
plan to provide higher-quality, 
patient-centered care, delivered by 
physician-led clinician teams. 

“We’ve been practicing in silos,” Mills 
says. “If we are truly going to harvest 
the power of integrated care, we 
really need to move to team-based 
practice.”

So what does all this  
mean for patients?
One major change has been 
to simplify and streamline 
scheduling so that patients can 
get appointments more quickly. A 
second has been to improve the 
speed with which patients can get 
their questions answered over the 

phone. 

The days of having to 
leave a message and 
wait for a return call 
from the nurse are 

virtually over. That’s 
because the clinics have 

moved their patient-
service representatives — 

the employees who answer the 
phone and schedule patient visits 
— from the waiting areas to desks in 
the middle of the care teams.

“We’re transforming a system that was 
fairly jumbled and chaotic into a  
system that is streamlined and 
simplified, with teams of caregivers 
synchronizing their work together  
for one purpose — improved  
patient-centered care.” 

— Terry L. Mills, MD

Advantages of Via Christi’s 
patient-centered medical 
home care model:

	Streamlined, quicker 
scheduling of appointments

	Faster access to nurses 
and other clinicians to get 
questions answered

	Team-based care led by 
physicians and involving 
physician assistants, nurse 
practitioners, nurses and other 
clinicians

	Patient-care coordinators to 
help you develop a personal 
health-improvement plan

	Eventual use of email to 
communicate about non-
urgent health issues with your 
physician and other care team 
members

	Patient advisory councils help 
make sure the needs of the 
patient always come first as 
care models are continuously  
improvedLike a racing team’s pit crew, the patient care teams at Via Christi Clinic 

keep their “turbocharged” practices running smoothly. Represented 
above from left: Terry L. Mills, MD;  Margaret Bedard; Crystal Grimes, PA; 
Sherry Linares; Lisa Sramek, RN; and Greta Sandoval, RN. Location and 

vehicle provided by Zoo Park Condos and T. Hellman.
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Via Christi Health is one of 16 health care organizations 
nationwide selected to participate in a three-year, 
$20.75 million project to create a new model of 
primary care called the patient-centered medical 
neighborhood.

Via Christi will receive $1.5 million as part of the project to 
help fund the creation of patient-centered medical homes in two  
Via Christi Clinic primary care practices on Wichita’s west side and  
one in Newton.

The medical “neighborhood” expands the patient-centered medical 
home concept by coordinating care throughout a community among 
physicians, hospital systems and other community health services. The 
project is funded by the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation.

As part of Via Christi’s commitment under Vision 2020 to expanding 
physician leadership, Ed Hett, MD, has taken over leadership of 
the health system’s business development initiatives, including 
innovations such as the patient-centered medical home and medical 
neighborhood. 

“I think for the patients it centralizes more of their care in one place, 
provides better coordination of their care and improves their access to 
preventive care,” says Hett, the former president of Via Christi Medical 
Associates, which merged with Via Christi Clinic on Oct. 1. “You get 
treatment that is more holistic and provides better overall treatment 
for the patient.”

Next, the clinics plan to begin using email 
to communicate with patients about 
nonurgent medical care issues. 

The goal of these changes is to reduce the 
number of voicemails, paper messages 
and faxes at the three patient-centered 
medical home clinics by 80 percent, 
Copper says.

Another key change implemented since 
the pilot project began in late April was 
creating the new position of “patient 
care coordinator” in each of the three 
clinics. This is a nurse who works with 
patients to help them better manage their 
conditions, make sure they access needed 
preventive care, such as diagnostic tests, 
and help them develop personal health 
improvement plans.

“I’m the killer app — problem solver — in 
the patient-centered medical home,” says 
Greta Sandoval, RN, BSN, the patient care 
coordinator in Newton. 

Along with coordinating their care, 
Sandoval works with patients to develop 
a personal plan with goals for improving 
their health, such as quitting smoking, 
beginning an exercise program and eating 
a healthier diet.

“I think this is a great idea and I’m 
surprised clinics haven’t done this before 
now,” Sandoval says. “Most of our patients 
are working on their goals for becoming 
healthier and many are ready to set new 
goals. I think this can only benefit our 
patients and make them healthier and 
happier.” 

“We are at a juncture where we need 
to transform our care and use new 
technologies to engage patients in their 
care in partnership with our clinicians.” 

— Ed Hett, MD

Carol Hunter, a patient service 
representative in Newton, now sits 
between nurses, physician assistants 
and other clinicians in the middle of the 
patient-treatment area of the clinic. When 
a patient calls with a question, she can 
ask the nearby care team members for 
the answer and immediately relay it to 
the patient, rather than having to take a 
message and ask the nurse to return the 
call later.

“It’s less phone tag with patients,” Hunter 
says. “I feel like I’m part of the care team 
now and I’m helping the nurses a lot by 
getting patients’ questions answered 
quickly.”

Pilot 
project

Via Christi Clinic physician Terry L. 
Mills is leading the patient-centered 
medical home project.

To learn how Via Christi is helping transform 

health care, visit viachristi.org/total-care  

and viachristi.org/new-model-of-care

click+learn

Via Christi will receive 

$1.5 million from a 

$20.75 million grant to 

create a new medical 

“neighborhood” for 

patient care

[NEW MODELS OF care] [NEW MODELS OF care]
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[LEADERSHIP profile][LEADERSHIP profile]

In a year’s time, the Via Christi 
community has gotten to know 
Jeff Korsmo’s style: approachable, 

transparent, inclusive and, above all, 
focused on the needs of patients and 
residents of Via Christi’s clinics, hospitals 
and senior living communities. Korsmo 
became president and CEO of Via Christi 
Health in September 2011, coming from 
the renowned Mayo Clinic, located in 
his hometown of Rochester, Minn. 

“I have always felt that Jeff was very 
smart and very nice and, to me, 
those are the two key attributes of 
an effective leader. He is calm and 
decisive with a strong vision. He is 
approachable, unpretentious and open 
to debate and encouragement. Add to 
that a self-deprecating sense of humor 
and you have the whole package,” says 
Carl Rider.

Rider was chief administrative officer 
of Mayo Clinic in Jacksonville, Fla., 
during Korsmo’s tenure there and is 
now serving an interim role as senior 
vice president of Via Christi Hospitals 
in Wichita. He calls Korsmo one of the 
few top executives who have left Mayo 
at the top of a very successful career.

Growing up, Korsmo received his own 
medical care at Mayo Clinic, piquing 
his interest in a health care career. He 
became the first administrative fellow 
at Mayo and went on to a career serving 
in leadership positions including chief 
financial officer at Mayo Clinic in 

Jacksonville and Rochester and seven 
years as chief administrative officer of 
Mayo Clinic in Rochester. He also served 
a stint as executive director of the Mayo 
Clinic Health Policy Center, working with 
leading health care experts to shape 
health care reform.

Putting patients first
While Korsmo has no designs on creating 
a “Mayo of the Plains,” his vision for 
Via Christi draws from a number of key 
lessons he learned during his 28-year 
tenure at Mayo Clinic.

A key part of his vision comes from Mayo 

Clinic’s primary value: The needs of the 
patient come first.

“People come to us in their times of 
need, whether it’s for routine health 
care or significant, complicated medical 
conditions,” says Korsmo. “They come to 
entrust their health and their lives to us. 
The only way we earn this trust is to be 

centered on the needs of the patient.”

Korsmo is after what the Institute of 
Healthcare Improvement calls the 
Triple Aim: “improving the health of 
populations, improving the patient 
experience and lowering the per capita 
cost of care.” 

Clinicians lead the way
A key to achieving the vision Korsmo 
holds for Via Christi is forming an 
integrated, clinician-led organization.

“Those who are trained to care for 
patients are the ones who know best 
what our patients need and how best 
to meet those needs,” he says. 

Jack Shellito, MD, is chief medical 
officer of Via Christi Clinic and serves 

as interim leader of Via Christi’s Physician 
Services division. 

“He strongly believes that ongoing 
clinician involvement in decision making 
will be crucial to drive learning, quality 
and value in patient care,” says Shellito. 

“He has already made great progress in 
these efforts because his innate sincerity 

Population
Health

Per Capita
Costs

Experience
of Care

The Triple Aim Philosophy
The best care for the whole population,

 at the lowest cost

JEFF KORSMO:

Here to serve
Via Christi CEO stays true to his upbringing  

with humble leadership style

Leading the formation of an integrated, clinician-led 
organization are Via Christi senior leaders Jeff Korsmo, 
left, Carl Rider, center, and Jack Shellito, MD.
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and honesty come through to all of the 
physicians in the community.”

Cardiologist Darrell Youngman, DO, of 
Cardiovascular Consultants describes 
Korsmo as having “excellent breadth 
and depth of vision, which he keeps 
in mind at all times” and “an excellent 
commitment to very high level values.”

Carla Yost, chief operating officer and 
chief nursing officer at Mercy Regional 
Health Center in Manhattan, which is 
50 percent owned by Via Christi, has 
seen Korsmo walk the talk. Early in his 
tenure, he visited Mercy, requesting 
to participate in the hospital’s “quality 
huddles.”

“As the new CEO, he walked the patient 
care unit and huddled shoulder to 
shoulder with nursing staff, pharmacists 
and case managers. While staff members 
were initially timid and unclear about his 
presence, he told them, ‘I want to see 
the great work you are doing to improve 
patient care.’”

Staff quickly realized, Yost says, “Jeff’s 
pursuit of quality aligned with theirs.”

Key decisions include not only the best 
care for the patient, but how to redesign 
health care to address underlying trends 
that demand major change, Korsmo says. 
These include the unsustainable growth 
in the cost of health care, 10,000 baby 
boomers a day becoming eligible for 
Medicare, the increasingly global arena 

in which businesses compete and our 
federal and state governments’ fiscal 
crises.

Adapting to a new  
world of health care
The key variable in reforming health 
care, says Korsmo, is replacing our fee 
for service system that encourages more 
tests and more procedures with a system 
based on rewarding value or “safe, high 
quality, affordable care delivered with 
great service.”

Korsmo cites studies showing that 30 
percent of health care provided in the 
United States is unnecessary.

“Changing the payment mechanism will 
change the overutilization of care that 
happens in this country and will begin to 
bend the cost curve,” Korsmo says.

“I believe Via Christi has not only a great 
opportunity, but also a responsibility to 
contribute to improving the way we care 
for people across a broad continuum of 
care,” he says. 

This ranges from providing services 
to people in their homes, in the clinic/
outpatient setting, in the hospital setting 
or in independent and assisted living or 
skilled nursing care in Via Christi’s senior 
living communities.

“One of the big opportunities we have is 
to create a more seamless experience 
to those who enter Via Christi through 
any of our doors so that information, 
care plans and whatever else we know 
about that person is available to be used 
wherever they or their care providers 
need the information,” he says.

Moved by our Mission
Via Christi’s care continuum and the 
heritage of its founding congregations — 
the Sisters of St. Joseph of Wichita and 
the Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother — 
were the most important considerations 
in Korsmo’s decision to join Via Christi. 
He was raised by deeply committed 

parents and attended Catholic schools 
all the way through college.

Through high school, he was taught by 
Franciscan Sisters and Diocesan priests 
who were influential in his life, teaching 
him values similar to those taught by 
his parents, who he says, “came from 
humble roots and had ingrained in them 
the values of service and humility and 
respect for others.”

In college, he attended St. John’s 
University where the Benedictines were 

“hard working and also very hospitable, 
very welcoming of others” — again 
values he learned from his parents.

“So, for me, it’s natural to want to be 

a leader who leads mostly by serving 
others. I believe that by serving others, 
helping them realize their own dreams 
and their own potential, we’ll be far 
stronger as an organization, far better 
for those we serve than if I had a very 
different leadership style,” he says.

Outside of work, family is Korsmo’s 
priority. He has spent as much time as 
he could with his wife, Jenny, and now 
grown daughters Erin and Gretchen. 

“We enjoy the arts. We particularly 
enjoy traveling. When our children were 
younger, we had a pop-up camper and 
we chose a different state each year to 
explore and did that for a decade or so. 
For about the last dozen years, we’ve 
picked a different country every year and 
explored it as a family.”

Korsmo played on a Division III national 
championship football team at St. John’s, 
although his first sports love is hockey. 
He played club hockey at St. John’s, 
has played regularly in the U.S. Pond 
Hockey Championships in Minnesota and 
wouldn’t mind setting foot on the ice in 
Wichita if he gets the chance.  

A collaborative partnership between physicians and administrators is the key to Korsmo’s 
vision for putting patients’ needs first at Via Christi. Korsmo is pictured with, from left, 
oncologist Bassam Mattar, MD; Claudio Ferraro, president of Via Christi Hospital on Harry; 
and Sherry Hausmann, president of Via Christi Hospital on St. Francis.

Visit viachristi.org/executive-team 

to learn more about Via Christi’s 

leadership team.

click+learn

Korsmo has strived to pass on values he learned from his parents — hard work and being 
hospitable to others — to his children. Pictured clockwise, from top left: Korsmo in 1961 
at age 3, with his father, Owen; with his wife, Jenny; in 1975 as a 17-year-old high school 
senior; and with daughters Erin, left, and Gretchen, at the Grand Canyon in 1999.
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Pedaling
forward

For Linda Goodwin, 
nursing has been 

a joyous journey — 
one that’s taken her 
from Kansas farm girl 
to fellowship-trained 
nurse executive.

It’s a profession 
that’s allowed her to 

combine her love of learning and leading 
with her desire to make a difference in 
the lives of patients and their families. 

Today, as chief nursing officer for Via 
Christi Health, she’s helping transform 
the way care is provided at its hospitals 
in Wichita and throughout Kansas.

“At Via Christi, we’re on a journey to 
excellence, one that pairs physicians and 
nurses in blazing the trail for patient-
centered care,” says Goodwin.

‘In my blood’
For Goodwin, who grew up on a farm 
outside Beloit, “being a pioneer is in  
my blood.”

Her grandmother was a tough-as-nails 
midwife who, as the primary provider 
of care for her rural Kansas friends and 
neighbors, delivered babies and made 
her own herbal salves.

But unlike her grandmother and mother, 
Goodwin’s early plans didn’t include 
health care.

Fiercely independent, Goodwin married 
young, studied business at Cloud County 
Community College in Concordia and 
went to work as a bookkeeper for a retail 
chain in Abilene. While the job put her 

[special SECTION]

From farm girl to Wharton fellow, Linda Goodwin is creating a  

career ladder for nurses at Via Christi Health’s hospitals

analytical skills to use, she began asking 
herself, “What am I doing to really  
help anyone?”

Two years later, Goodwin, her husband, 
Larry, and their two children moved to 
Randall so that she could help care for 
her mother, who had been diagnosed 
with end-stage lung cancer. 

“Dealing with my mom’s terminal illness 
was when I discovered who I really was,” 
says Goodwin.

That person, as it turned out, was a 
nurse — one whose loss of her mother 
would lead her to begin asking herself 
a new question: “Do I have the caring 
touch, strong analytical skills and critical 
thinking needed to give patients the best 
possible care?”

She has spent the past 30 years making 
sure that she and the nurses serving with 
her have the education, training and 
support they need to answer, “Yes.”

Creating a path
In 1982, Goodwin earned her associate 
degree in Nursing from Cloud County 
and began working as the head charge 
nurse on the night shift for a medical-
surgical-telemetry unit at what today is 
Salina Regional Health Center. Months 
later, she was put in charge of the 
hospital’s nine-bed ICU, the first of 
several leadership positions she would 
hold there.

She also returned to school and in 1988 
received her Bachelor of Science in 
Nursing from Marymount College  
in Salina.

“I feel obligated to ensure that my skills 

are on the leading-edge of nursing 

practice. As nurses, it’s an obligation 

we all share. Our patients and families 

deserve nothing less.”

— Linda Goodwin,  

Chief nursing officer, Via Christi Health

Nursing a lifelong journey 
for lifelong learner
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“I’ve gone back every three or four years since that time to 
advance my skills,” says Goodwin, who in 1996 earned her 
Master of Science in Nursing from Fort Hays State University 
through a pilot program using interactive video.

While that training helped her be a stronger nurse leader,  
“it didn’t prepare me to have a voice at the executive level,” 
says Goodwin. So she went on to earn her Master of Business 
Administration from Kansas Wesleyan University in Salina  
in 1998.

The following year, she was hired as chief nursing officer for 
Hutchinson Hospital. During her seven-year tenure there, 
working in partnership with a physician, she developed a 
program designed to reduce hospital admissions for the top 
eight diagnoses — a concept similar to what’s being put into 
practice at Via Christi and other large metropolitan hospitals 
around the country today.

Prior to joining Via Christi last year, Goodwin served as CNO 
for Salina Regional and Memorial Health System in Colorado 
Springs, Colo., where she introduced shared decision-making 
and relationship-based care practices. Both are designed to 
empower nurses to have more influence in reducing medical 
errors, increasing the quality of care and promoting wellness as 
well as give them a voice in how care is provided.

She’s since introduced both practices at Via Christi, following 
a nursing restructure at the Wichita hospitals that reduced the 
number of layers between administration and frontline staff and 
placed an additional 100 caregivers at the bedside.

While Goodwin misses serving at the bedside, she says, “I like 
the challenge of helping nurses be the bedside experts that they  
set out to be.”

Toward that end, she earned board-certification as an advanced 
nurse executive by the American Nursing Association and as 
a fellow by the American College of Healthcare Executives. 
Most recently, she completed the Wharton School of Business 
fellowship program for nurse executives.

Her next goal is to earn her doctorate in nursing.  As a nursing 
leader, Goodwin says, “I feel obligated to ensure that my skills 
are on the leading-edge of nursing practice.

“As nurses, it’s an obligation we all share. Our patients and 
families deserve nothing less.” 

Visit viachristi.org/what-we-do to watch a television 

commercial featuring Via Christi Health nurses.  

click+learn

The Magnet Recognition Program® recognizes health 
care organizations for quality patient care, nursing 

excellence and innovations in professional nursing practice. 
It is the leading source of successful nursing practices and 
strategies worldwide.

Via Christi Health is committed to providing the necessary 
resources for its hospitals to achieve Magnet status and 
further ensure that patients and families receive the highest 
level of care possible.

On average, more than half of the nursing decision-makers 
at Magnet-recognized organizations have graduate 
degrees, which a growing body of research suggests leads 
to better patient outcomes.

As chief nursing officer for Via Christi Health, Goodwin is 
partnering with educators throughout Kansas and beyond 
to expand nurses’ knowledge and skills.

In doing so, she’s helping to blaze a trail for nurses at all 
stages of their professional development to meet the 
community’s needs now and in the future.

Graduate education
Wichita State University, in coordination with nursing 
leadership at Via Christi, developed and introduced a 
Master of Science in Nursing Leadership and Administration 
for fall 2012.

The program was developed to support Via Christi’s quest for 
Magnet status and help leaders meet Via Christi’s requirement 
that all nursing directors have a master’s degree by 2016. 

Undergraduate degrees
Via Christi works closely with area universities and colleges 
to ensure that their curriculum aligns with the knowledge and 
training nurses will need to provide high quality, safe patient 
care.

In the spring of 2012, Via Christi served as a clinical site for 
more than 300 students pursuing their Bachelor of Science 
in Nursing. Additionally, it served as a site for doing clinical 
rotations for more than 200 students pursuing an associate 
degree in Nursing at Butler, Pratt and Hutchinson community 
colleges and other area programs. Nursing students who 
have completed their first semester of school are eligible for 
employment as a nurse tech. As an employee, they begin 
accruing hours toward vestment in the retirement plan and 
other benefits and are eligible for tuition reimbursement.

Via Christi also partners with area universities and colleges to 
remove any barriers to registered nurses earning their BSN, 
which the Institute of Medicine’s Future of Nursing Campaign 
for Action recommends that 80 percent of hospital nurses have. 
Newman University, WSU, University of Phoenix and Bethel 
College all offer tuition discounts to Via Christi nurses enrolled 
in their RN-to-BSN programs.

As part of Via Christi’s journey to Magnet recognition, all nurses 
serving in supervisory roles must be BSN-prepared by 2016.

Career exploration
Eleven years ago, Via Christi, Newman and the Catholic Diocese 
of Wichita launched St. Gianna Catholic Health Academy, an 
innovative program designed to promote interest in health care 
careers. Since that time, more than 400 high school juniors 
and seniors have completed the program. Today, dozens have 
entered the nursing field and are growing their careers at  
Via Christi. 
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1996: Earns Master of 
Science in Nursing from 

Fort Hays State University

2011: Joins  
Via Christi Health as 
chief nursing officer

1988: Earns Bachelor of 
Science in Nursing from 

Marymount College

1975: Graduates from 
Abilene High School

A LOOK AT GOODWIN’S JOURNEY

Magnet recognition

Empowering 
nurses such as 

Jori Olmsted, left, 
and Kathy Reyes is 

Goodwin’s passion.

Goodwin visits with Betty Smith-Campbell, chair of WSU’s 
School of Nursing, about the higher educational needs of nurses 
in support of Via Christi Health’s journey toward  
Magnet Recognition.

Want to join us 
on the journey?

Go to viachristi.org/jobs  
for information on career 
opportunities at Via Christi.
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Behavorial 

health nurse 

connects with 

patients through 

positive attitude, 

willingness  

to listen

[special SECTION]

       ence
pays off As a child, Huong (pronounced 

HOON) Le’s dream was to run a 
restaurant. While other girls played with 
dolls, she played with her pots and pans, 
creating imaginary meals for her family 
and friends.

But that’s just one side of her now, the 
32-year-old admits.

“I’m also a nurturer,” she says. “I guess 
that’s why a friend of mine urged me to 
enter the nursing program at Wichita 
State University.”

As a student nurse, she so enjoyed her 
weeks at Via Christi Behavioral Health 
Center that she decided to make that 
specialty her career. She’s worked at  
the Via Christi facility in Wichita for 
seven years.

“I loved interacting with all my patients, 
but especially those with behavioral 
health issues,” Huong says, adding that 
her innate calm and patience comes in 
handy on the job. “When a patient is 
aggressive or anxious, you have to stay 
calm and remember that they’re here 
because they need help, and that’s what 
I’m here to provide. You can’t react or 
take their behavior personally.”

Huong recalls one instance, just six 
months after starting at the center, 

OCT. 7-13
One out of four adults will 
experience a mental health 
problem this year.

People with serious mental illness 
live about 25 years less than 
average — because less than 1/3 
of adults and 1/2 of children with a 
diagnosed mental illness receive 
the treatment they need.

In a community without mental 
health care, the results often are 
lost jobs and careers, broken 
families, increased homelessness 
and welfare, and much more 
expensive costs for hospital 
emergency rooms, nursing 
homes, schools, police and even 
courts, jails and prisons. 

— From the National Alliance  
on Mental Illness

For information about Via Christi 
Behavioral Health services, visit 
viachristi.org/behavioral-health 
or call 316-858-0333.

Visit viachristi.org/huong-le to read 

more about Huong. 

click+learn

when she helped defuse a potentially 
volatile situation with a patient. The tall, 
physically imposing man had been angry 
and aggressive all day. He didn’t know 
he was going to be transferred to a state 
facility for more seriously mentally  
ill patients.

“I understood that would make him even 
angrier if he didn’t know about the move 
in advance, so I decided to be honest 
with him,” says Huong. She respectfully 
explained where he was going and why, 
so it wouldn’t come as a surprise.

“Before I was done, he had calmed down 
and we were joking with each other 
about it all, and he went without any 
further problems,” she adds.

Nursing, she says, is all about that sort of 
understanding and empathy.

“We have to show our patients that we do 
care, that this is not ‘just a job’ to us.” 

[special SECTION]

Q&A
wi th  H u o n g

I go the extra mile for my patients by…

Being respectfully persistent, encouraging them to 
follow through on treatment they need but may be 
reluctant to accept.

The most important thing my patients have taught me is…

Don’t take things for granted. At any time, any one of us could be in their shoes.

If I couldn’t be a nurse, I would…

Operate a no-kill shelter for stray dogs. I’m always rescuing dogs out on the 
street then trying to find people to adopt them.

AWARENESS
WEEK

mental illness Pati

“I’m inspired by 
my parents, who 
escaped Vietnam 
on a tiny fishing 
boat ... working 
hard to build a 
new life for our 
family in Wichita.”
— Huong Le, RN, Via Christi 

Behavorial Health Center 
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To read more about Heather visit 
viachristi.org/heather-martinez 

click+learn

Pain management nurse dedicated to improving others’ lives

Heather Martinez, RN, understands 
that some people live with 
constant pain.

Her grandmother has endured back pain 
for decades — from an auto accident in 
her younger years, then from aging and 
osteoporosis. It’s partly what motivated 
Heather to work in Pain Management at 
Via Christi Clinic on Founders’ Circle.

“It’s an overlooked area of patient care 
because it is so subjective,” she says of 
the specialty.

“There’s no way to measure someone’s 
pain,” says Heather, 32, whose patients 
often suffer neck or spinal pain from 
injury or age. “Sometimes you can’t even 
see it on their faces.”

Welcomerelief

[special SECTION]

Serving in a physician clinic setting 
provides opportunities to build 
relationships with patients and meet new 
people every day, she says. 

“I wanted to be a nurse for a long time,” 
says Heather, who is a testament that 
through dedication, patience and some 
personal sacrifice, you can achieve your 
dreams. 

She earned her associate degree by 
taking one or two classes each semester 
until she had enough prerequisites at 
Wichita State University to begin their 
Nursing program. She worked full time 
in customer service and sales until her 
final two semesters — all while raising her 
children: Kiara, 11, Isaac, 14, and Cierra, 15 

— and maintaining good grades. 

Not many people know…

Before becoming a nurse, I 
worked for nine years in sales 
and customer service at a large 
telecommunications company. 
The first thing I learned was 
to listen to the customer then 
repeat their concerns back so 
they knew they were heard. I 
practice the same things today.

If I couldn’t be a nurse, I 
would be an…

Archaeologist. It would be fun 
to learn about past civilizations.

I am inspired by…

My family and friends, because 
when I lacked belief in myself, 
they always believed in me and 
encouraged me to follow  
my dreams.

“You can have goals and accomplish 
things and still take care of your family,” 
she says. “But it may not be instant.” 

Now in her second year with Via Christi, 
Heather is earning her bachelor’s degree 
in Nursing with plans for certification 
in Pain Management and eventually 
becoming a nurse practitioner. 

Q&A
with Heather

Via Christi Clinic nurse 
Heather Martinez, RN, 

helps patients deal 
with chronic pain.

Doris Wagner has a passion for 
learning and sharing that knowledge 

with others. As a registered nurse for 
more than 20 years, she’s made it her 
lifelong work.

“I became a nurse because I wanted 
to help people,” says Doris. As a case 
manager for Via Christi Villages, she 
does that by traveling and advocating 
for residents at eight different Via Christi 
senior care locations.

“My work involves getting to know the 
residents and their individual care needs,” 
says Doris. “I also work closely with staff, 
residents and their families to ensure 
those needs are met and help them 
complete their paperwork according to 
Medicare requirements.

“It’s a great feeling when you go to a 
location and a resident or one of their 
family members remembers you and the 
help you gave them and gives you  
a smile or a hug.”

[special SECTION]

Meet Doris Wagner, a proud  

and passionate advocate for  

Via Christi Village residents

For Doris — who with her husband, 
Kirk, has raised two children and is now 
a proud grandmother — nursing has 
allowed her to strike a balance between 
work and home while continuing to 
pursue her own learning.

She earned her Bachelor of Science in 
Nursing from Wichita State University in 

I go the extra mile for my patients by…

Advocating for residents and helping them understand 
the transition into assisted living.

My advice for people entering a health care/
nursing career is…

Be open to learning something new every day — it’s worth all the effort.

If I couldn’t be a nurse, I would be a…

Landscaper. I would like to do yard makeovers.

1992 while working as a certified nurse 
aide. She went on to work in Oncology 
for 10 years and earned certification as 
an oncology nurse before going into 
senior care.

Doris was about to enter a Master of 
Nursing program in 2009, but had to 
put her plans on hold when she was 
diagnosed with breast cancer. 

“At the time, I needed to focus on my 
health,” she says. “Now, as a  
three-year survivor, I plan to go back  
and get my MSN degree because my 
goal is to become an advanced  
registered nurse practitioner.” 

Visit viachristi.org/doris-wagner to 

read more about Doris. 

click+learn

Q&A
w i t h  D o r i s

Doris Wagner, RN, enjoys 
helping senior residents 

transition to assisted living.

Standing up 
for seniors
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Few images in health care are more iconic than that of a 
surgery team saving the life of a patient. Bryan Baxley, a 

certified nurse anesthetist at Via Christi Hospital in Pittsburg, is 
an important part of that team as he prepares patients for their 
procedures and relieves their pain during it.

Baxley began his nursing career in Radiology, but he decided to 
make a change after a friend told him of the great opportunities 
in anesthesiology.

“I enrolled in the nurse anesthetist program at the University of 
Kansas Medical Center because I was attracted to the challenge 
and responsibility of that specialized kind of nursing,” Baxley says. 

Nurse anesthetists must develop an anesthesia plan unique to 
each patient, taking into account things such as age, weight and 
medical conditions. 

“To consent to be put under an anesthetic requires a rapport and 
deep level of trust between a nurse anesthetist and his or her 
patient, and I work hard to develop those elements in my patients 
by being a good listener,” says Baxley.

Baxley completed his nurse anesthetist training after just two 
short years, and the anesthesiology team at Via Christi Hospital 

[special SECTION]

To learn more about Bryan visit  
viachristi.org/bryan-baxley

click+learn

in Pittsburg was so impressed with his 
dedication and skill that they offered him 
a spot on their team upon graduation. 
He’s worked at the hospital for the past 
six years.

“The thing I enjoy the most about 
working at Via Christi is that it's a 
ministry offering exceptional care, where 
the word of God is interwoven into 
everything we say and do.” 

[special SECTION]

A special group of frontline volunteers 
at Via Christi’s Wichita hospitals 

make it their job to see that patients — 
and their families — receive nothing less 
than “exceptional care.”

They provide nonmedical care and 
comfort while freeing nurses to 
concentrate more fully on the medical 
needs of patients, says Cyndi Martin, 
director of Volunteer Services.

Patient Satisfaction Volunteers 
In a growing number of units at  
Via Christi’s Wichita hospitals, volunteers 
ask patients to honestly share what they 
liked — or didn’t like — about their stay.

“The response has been wonderful,” says 
volunteer Amy Windholz, who goes room 
to room informally surveying patients. 

“Ninety percent or more say yes, the care 
during their stay has been exceptional. I 
can‘t tell you how many times they add 
that their nurses are fantastic.”

On rare occasions when patients or 
families report a less positive experience, 
Amy often is able to intervene with a 
simple solution, as in the case of an 
elderly patient who waited several hours 
for a meal tray.

An extra layer 
of caring

With a smile, a helping hand 

and a listening ear, frontline 

volunteers help extend 

exceptional care to patients  

and families

I go the extra mile for my 
patients by… 

Listening to their concerns and 
needs while developing the 
safest anesthesia plan possible.

One thing that makes for a 
great work day is…

When all my patients have good 
outcomes. Then I celebrate with 
a candy bar!

If I couldn’t be a nurse, I 
would be a… 

Middle linebacker for the 
Pittsburgh Steelers. 

Q&A
w i t h  B r y a n

Volunteer Amy 
Windholz wants 
to hear one thing 
from her patients: 
that their hospital 
care has been 
“exceptional.”

Nurse 

anesthetist 

values his 

surgical 

patients’ 

trust

Trust 
is everything

Bryan Baxley, CRNA
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[special SECTION]

“She didn’t understand that we have room service meals, and 
she could simply phone in her order for whatever she wanted to 
eat, whenever she wanted it,” says Amy. “When she realized that, 
she was just thrilled!”

Feedback from her visits is shared with hospital staff to avoid 
such misunderstandings in the future.

Amy turned to volunteer work just a year ago, when the 
youngest of her six children started seventh grade. She loves it, 
she says.

“Whether our conversation is five minutes or 35 minutes, it’s an 
opportunity to make patients feel they’ve been heard,” she says. 

“We leave them knowing someone cares about them today.”

Emergency Room Volunteers 
In the hospitals’ ERs, volunteers circulate through the waiting 
room and treatment rooms, reassuring nervous patients and 
family members that a doctor will see them shortly, bringing 
a blanket if they’re cold or a magazine or puzzle book to help 
pass the time, or just listening to their concerns.

Wichita State University bioengineering and biochemistry 
student Pie Pichetsurnthorn hopes to become a doctor. She 
volunteers Sunday afternoons in the ER at the hospital on  
St. Francis.

“My favorite part is talking to patients and making them more 
comfortable,” says the 21-year-old Pie, who has volunteered 
around the hospital since she was 14.

Once, worried parents brought in their child with a non-critical 
concern. The ER was extremely busy, so the wait was longer 
than usual, and the parents repeatedly interrupted ER staff to 
ask when a doctor would see their child.

“I assured them that they hadn’t been forgotten and would 
be seen as soon as the more seriously ill patients had been 
attended to,” Pie says. “Then I brought their child a coloring 
book and crayons to keep him occupied. Just being there and 
listening to their concerns really calmed them down — and 
allowed the nurses time to do their jobs without interruptions.

“Our ER nurses and doctors are an amazing team, and they really 
appreciate everything we do for them and for patients.”

“Just being there 
and listening to 
their concerns 
really calmed 
them down...”

— ER volunteer Pie 

Pichetsurnthorn

[special SECTION]

Patient Unit Volunteers
In many units at the hospitals on Harry and St. Francis, 
volunteers pick up patient meal trays, pass out fresh ice water, 
adjust patients’ pillows or just visit with them when invited. 

Retired nurse Rosie Wait, 88, graduated from St. Joseph School 
of Nursing in Wichita in the 1940s and for a time worked at the 
hospital on Harry. Retired just last year, the always-on-the-go 
Rosie found she missed her patients. Now she volunteers every 
Thursday on 6E, a general medical unit.

“This is right down my alley, getting to be with patients again,” 
she says. She stops in every room to ask if patients or their 
visitors need anything. “Whatever I do, no matter how small, I 
always get a, ‘Thank you, Rosie’,” she says. “It’s rewarding to 
know I’ve helped someone. Being sympathetic toward other 
people’s needs is just something inside of me.” 

Volunteers are always needed at Via 
Christi Hospitals, in patient areas, 
waiting rooms, gift shops, offices 
and more. For more information, visit 
viachristi.org/giving-volunteers. 

If you’d like to apply to become a 
volunteer, contact: 

Wichita — Cyndi Martin, 316-268-6161 

Pittsburg — Jay Gilchrist, 620-232-0347

How can I 
volunteer?

Rosie Wait enjoys 
being a cheery 

presence in 
hospital units.
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[caring TOUCH] [caring TOUCH]

After throwing her back 
out carrying her vacuum 
cleaner upstairs, Lynn 

Marshall tried everything she 
could think of to alleviate the 
pain — rest, ibuprofen, heat, 
Icy Hot®. Nothing relieved the 
shooting pain and stiffness in her 
lower back. Then, at the advice 
of her primary care physician, 
she found relief through the 
healing touch of osteopathic 
manipulative treatment (OMT).

OMT is hands-on care. 
Performed by an osteopathic 
physician — referred to as 
a DO instead of an MD. It 
involves using the hands to 
help diagnose and treat the 
root of the problem, relieve 
pain and restore function. The 
osteopathic physician may use 
a combination of manipulation 
and traditional medicine, such 
as heat, medication and physical 
therapy, to perform soft tissue 
treatments to realign the body’s 
normal symmetry so it can heal 
itself and regain normal tissue 
function.

“Sometimes patients have 
tried other treatments, pain 
relievers and stretching, and 
aren’t getting relief. OMT helps 
put the body back into normal 
alignment. It restores vascular 
flow to areas and relieves 
swelling and pain,” says Stephen 
Grindel, DO, the physician who 
treated Lynn. He uses OMT in his 
practice as a Family Medicine 
physician at Via Christi Clinic on 
Cypress.

The treatment
Osteopathic physicians look 
at treating illness within the 
context of the whole person — 
mind, body and spirit. They are 
highly skilled in using their sense 
of touch to feel the patient’s 
living anatomy, which includes 
the flow of fluids, motion and 
texture of tissues and structural 

make-up. OMT is not a massage 
or a chiropractic adjustment; 
however, aspects of the 
treatment may resemble some 
of the methods of those two 
practices.

Most patients are treated 
lying down. OMT is gentle 
and requires very little effort 
from patients. The osteopathic 
physician manipulates the 
musculoskeletal region and 
joints using techniques such 
as stretching, massage, gentle 
pressure, heat, cold alcohol 
therapy and resistance. This 
promotes healthy movement 
and blood flow in the tissues 
and releases compressed bones 
and joints. Techniques used 
are specific to the patient’s 
diagnosis and condition. The 
DO then properly positions the 
area to help the body’s ability to 
regain normal tissue function.

Before treating Lynn, Grindel 
applied heat to her back for 
approximately 20 minutes, then 
he gently manipulated the 
specific region back into position.

“I felt better immediately,” says 
Lynn, a mother of two. “I couldn’t 
believe it. I had no idea what 
to expect because I had never 
had any work done on my back. 
What he did really worked for 
me. I’m a happy patient!”

Treatments typically do not hurt, 
but occasionally, if there is a lot 
of inflammation, there may be 
some discomfort, Grindel says. 
There may be some soreness, 
especially after the first visit.

Lynn found relief with only one 
treatment. However, depending 
on the duration of the injury or 
dysfunction, several treatments 
may be required. OMT may be 
used alone or in combination 
with medication, physical 
therapy and exercise with each 
playing an important role in 
treating patients osteopathically.

click+learn
Visit viachristi.org/omt 

to learn more about 

osteopathic physicians 

and OMT.

The DO Osteopathic physicians, or DOs, are 
licensed physicians with all of the education 

and privileges of allopathic physicians (MDs), authorized to 
perform surgery and prescribe medication. In addition to a 
medical degree and residency, DOs also receive extensive 
training in body structure, function and hands-on manipulation. 
DOs approach the body as a whole, looking for the cause of 
symptoms. They include the musculoskeletal system as an 
important structure in their practice. Osteopathic physicians 
treat symptoms by isolating the source of the problem, and 
removing the dysfunction by hands-on manipulation. 

DO vs. DC A doctor of chiropractic 
medicine (DC) and 

osteopathic physician (DO) both focus on the 
musculoskeletal system, including the spine, joints, 
muscles, tendons and ligaments. 

Chiropractic doctors believe that many health 
problems are related to imbalances in the 
musculoskeletal system, and they learn to perform 
adjustments to this system including popping 
discs back into a straight, natural alignment. They 
frequently treat chronic conditions to manage 
pain.

DOs believe in treating the body as a whole which 
includes manipulating the musculoskeletal system 
to treat injury, illness or chronic conditions. They 
also perform other types of medical treatment 
including surgery and prescribing medication.  

OMT helps with 
central healing and 
can be used for 
anything that restricts 
function. If you feel 
out of alignment, like 
something is “out of 
whack,” OMT may 
provide relief. It is 
often used to treat 
musculoskeletal pain 
but it can also help 
patients with carpal 
tunnel syndrome, 
tension headaches, 
menstrual pain and 
sports injuries. 

Grindel frequently 
treats patients with 
neck pain, thoracic back 
pain and headaches 
associated with back 
pain or tension — often 
the result of too much 
time at the computer.

People of all ages have 
found relief from pain as 
well as quicker healing 
time and improved 
mobility through 
OMT. If you have tried 
stretching, rest and 
anti-inflammatories and 
continue to experience 
discomfort, it may be 
beneficial to speak 
with your primary 
care physician about a 
referral to a DO.

When did 
osteopathic  
medicine start?
Osteopathic medicine 
traces its official start to 
the year 1874 when Andrew 
Taylor Still, MD, founded 
the discipline. He pioneered 
the concept of wellness and 
recognized the importance 
of treating illness within the 
context of the whole body.

Today, osteopathic medicine 
is among the fastest-growing 
sectors in health care. By 
2020, it is projected that 
approximately 100,000 DOs 
will be practicing in the U.S., 
according to the American 
Association of Colleges of 
Osteopathic Medicine.

What is OMT?
When body structure is not 
working right, function is 
directly affected. Osteopathic 
manipulative treatment (OMT) 
discovers the root cause of 
the problem, how it relates to 
other problems, then treats it.

Treatment aids in 

diagnosis, relieves 

pain, enhances 

healing

touch 
A  HEALING 

Andrew Taylor Still, MD

Stephen Grindel, DO, performs 
osteopathic manipulative treatment 
on patient Lynn Marshall.
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[VIA CHRISTI foundation] [VIA CHRISTI foundation]

From small-town Kansas to the Sahara —

with love

This year’s fellows include Sarah 
Mandigo, MD, who will be heading 
to Niger in January along with 
Teubl, and Lisa Gilbert, MD, and 
Marta Hantke, MD, who are there 
now.

Initially funded entirely through 
contributions to the Via Christi 
Foundation, for more than a year 
a large portion of the program’s 
cost has been paid for by “locum 
tenens” agreements with more 
than a half dozen rural Kansas 
hospitals. Under this arrangement, 
fellows spend approximately 
20 percent of their Wichita 
rotation providing physician 
coverage at rural hospitals. The 
reimbursement paid for their 
services goes to offset program 
costs, including the modest 
stipend fellows receive.

“So many critical access hospitals 
have difficulty finding adequate 
physician coverage to meet the 
needs of their communities,” says 
Todd Stephens, MD, who serves 
as an associate director for Via 
Christi Family Medicine Residency 
Program, as well as director of the 
IFMF program. “Our fellows are 
helping meet that need.”

In August, Teubl provided 
weekend coverage at the 
Minneola District Hospital, a rural 
critical access hospital, where 
two full-time physicians provide 

the bulk of the health care to the 
2,200 Clark County residents 
living in and around Minneola. 

Located 21/2 hours west of 
Wichita on K-54, Minneola is 
typical of rural Kansas: a tiny 
town nestled in a landscape of 
wheat fields punctuated by a 
single grain elevator and a water 
tower. One in four residents is 
over 65, a statistic backed by 
the number of seniors Teubl saw 
during his weekend rotation. 

He and the other fellows will have 
an entirely different experience 
in Niger, where the average 
life expectancy is just 53 and, 
according to UNICEF, one in 
seven children dies by age 5. 

There, they’ll treat critically ill 
children with the limited resources 
and technology at Galmi Hospital, 
where seven physicians can 
expect to see 200 to 500 patients 
a day. 

Before her departure, Mandigo 
is trying to prepare herself for 
what to expect. “I realize that I 
may have two or three children 
dying each day that we have been 
unable to save with the resources 
that we have. Ultimately we are 
placing those children in God’s 
hands.”

But as Gilbert says, every effort 
makes a difference even when 

Visit vcfm.net/fellowships/international-medicine-
fellowship to learn more about Via Christi 
International Family Medicine Fellowship. 

To donate to Via Christi International Family 
Medicine Fellowship, call 316-239-3520.

View a video of Jonathan Teubl, MD, at  
viachristi.org/IFMF-doctor

click+learn

The program includes five months of service at a partnering medical 
mission hospital in developing nations like Kenya and Niger.  
Physician fellows gain experience in areas such as tropical medicine, 
primary surgery and dentistry.

you can’t save a life. “Most people understand that we 
don’t have to be God, but we do have to respect people 
and love them.”

For Teubl, faith fills in when resources run short. “I think 
there is a false sense of security that if we were here in 
the states, we could control everything, which is really 
not quite true. And there is another false sense that in 
Niger we can’t control anything. And really, we trust 
God for both.” 

Jonathan Teubl, MD, began his 
year of post-residency training in 
Morgantown, W.Va., completing an 

eight-week course in Public Health and 
Tropical Medicine.

He then spent a week in Wichita, before 
heading to Minneola, Kan. — population 
745 — seeing patients with everything 
from minor infections to broken bones to 
an acute heart attack.

Come January, he’ll be in the scrublands 
of Saharan Africa, dealing with dysentery 
and dehydration in children, malaria, 
labor complications and more.

His unlikely itinerary is part of the Via 
Christi International Family Medicine 
Fellowship (IFMF), a program designed 
to prepare physicians to effectively 
serve the world’s poorest and most 
underserved people.

As a program fellow, Teubl will gain 
experience during his seven months of 
training stateside in areas U.S. family 
medicine residencies typically don’t 
provide: tropical medicine, primary 
surgery, orthopedics, anesthesia and 
dentistry, to name a few. He and three 
other fellows will spend the other five 
months serving at Galmi Hospital 
in Niger, one of the program’s four 
partnering mission hospitals.

“I’ll get the opportunity to develop 
skills in areas that typically would be 
referred on to specialists,” says Teubl, 
whose depth and breadth of experience 
in developing nations ultimately will 
afford him a greater confidence and 
competence to practice in underserved 
areas worldwide.

Thirteen physicians have completed 
the IFMF program started in 2008 in 
response to Via Christi family medicine 
residents who saw a need for specialized 
training for doctors intending to serve 
overseas on a long-term basis.

International Family 
Medicine Fellowship 
benefiting patients  
across the globe
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May 16, 1981, was just another 
day to Roger Silva, then patient 
accounts manager for Via Christi 

Hospital on St. Francis.

In fact, Silva doesn’t recall meeting 
Nerino and Maria Negri, opera singers 
who met at the San Francisco Opera, 
fell in love, married and “lived life out of 
a suitcase” before settling in Nerino’s 
native Bologna, Italy.

But for Maria, that’s the day fate steered 
them to Via Christi. More than three 
decades later, the Wichita Falls, Texas, 
native still remembers in detail that life-
saving hospital stay and Silva.

“Here we arrive out of the blue with 
nothing and they do this enormous 
surgery,” says Maria, who recently 

Visit viachristi.org/ways-to-give for more 
information about planned giving.

click+learn

Hometown: Red Hook, N.Y.

Medical degree/residency: 
State University of New York 
Upstate Medical School, 
Syracuse, N.Y.; Albany 
Family Practice Residency

Why international medicine? “To whom much is given, 
much is required. We have been blessed with our family, 
education and faith and we feel called to share those 
blessings with others.” 

What do you do for fun? “Tandem bicycling with my wife 
and playing duets with my wife on piano and flute.”

Jonathan Teubl, MD

Hometown: Alma Center, Wis.

Medical degree/residency: 
University of Wisconsin 
School of Medicine and 

Public Health; Via Christi 
Family Medicine Residency

Why international medicine? “International medicine has 
been a passion that has been growing in my heart since 
high school. It is such a beautiful way to be able to meet 
the physical and spiritual needs of impoverished people 
around the world.”

What do you do for fun? “Quality conversations, biking, 
hiking, camping and reading books.”

Sarah Mandigo, MD

Hometown: Newberg, Ore.

Medical degree/residency: 
St. Georges University, 
Grenada; Via Christi Family 
Medicine Residency

Why international medicine?  “I am interested in 
working internationally in the future and wanted the best 
opportunity to be better prepared for what I would see 
overseas.” 

What do you do for fun? “I appreciate traveling and 
hanging out with friends.”

Marta Hantke, MD

Hometown: Springfield, Mo.

Medical degree/residency: 
Southwestern Medical 

Center in Dallas; Via Christi 
Family Medicine Residency 

Why international medicine? “Growing up in Africa, my 
heart has always been pulled to those suffering with illness 
and poverty. I see this year as an opportunity to return and 
give back to some of the ‘least of these’ while continuing to 
grow my medical skills.”

What do you do for fun? “I enjoy being outdoors and 
traveling, as well as reading and discovering new music. 
I love to explore off-road places, old churches and 
cemeteries.”

Lisa Gilbert, MD

A moving 
memory

Thirty years later, donor 

still remembers Via Christi 

employee’s kindness

Meet the 2012 fellows

Maria and Nerino Negri

added a $10,000 bequest to Via Christi 
Foundation in her will in Silva’s honor. 
Her husband lived another 17 wonderful 
years, she says — years they might not 
have shared had fate not brought them to 
Kansas and Via Christi.

Maria initially planned to visit her father 
at his home in Augusta, and at the last 
minute Nerino decided to join her.

The day before their scheduled return to 
Italy, Nerino felt pains in his neck. They 
went to a doctor in Augusta, who sent 
them to Via Christi Hospital on St. Francis, 
where Nerino underwent emergency 
quintuple bypass surgery. 

“Your husband isn’t sick anymore,” the 
doctor told Maria once surgery was over. 
She then had a new worry — how to pay 
for his hospital stay. She met with Silva 
and explained that they had no insurance 
or any significant savings and he arranged 
a long-term payment plan at significant 
discount.

“He was so nice, so understanding,”  
recalls Maria.

Silva, who retired from Via Christi in 
1996, says he routinely worked to arrange 
payment plans for patients with large bills.

”These actions were always performed in 
the spirit of the hospital’s founding Sisters 
and their philosophy of serving mankind,” 
he says. “Still, it’s extremely gratifying that 
she should remember me.” 
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[PATIENT story] [PATIENT story]

role model because she is articulate, 
passionate about life and she’s recovered 
well — emotionally and physically.”

“I just want to tell patients, ‘Yes, you will 
get past this and follow what the nurses 
and doctors tell you,’ ” says Laura. “ ‘They 
know what’s best. You’re blessed to be 
here at Via Christi.’ ”

Laura’s optimism, infectious smile and 
friendly demeanor are inspirational to 
burn patients.

Shel Hughes, the first patient Laura 
counseled as a SOAR volunteer, was 
burned as she was pouring gas into her 
riding mower. 

“When Laura first visited me, I was scared 
and I had a lot of questions about what 
my life would be like,” Shel says. “She 
understood what I was going through. 
Laura comforted me and let me know 
everything would be all right.” 

Shel says Laura motivated her to become 
a SOAR volunteer, too. 

“I feel like helping burn patients is my 
calling,” she says. “I need to be there for 
them like Laura was for me.”

A disastrous chain of events
On Jan. 3, 2005, Laura, an office manager 
in Winfield, was looking at a newly 
painted hallway when someone kicked 
over a can of acetone. She then slipped 
and fell in the caustic substance. As she 
struggled to her feet, a spark of static 
electricity ignited the chemical fumes and 
caused a powerful flash fire that threw her 
into a glass cabinet and severely burned 
her legs. 

Burn survivor Laura Thomas 

inspires patients on their own 

journey to recovery

On fire, Laura dropped to the ground 
and rolled while one co-worker 
removed his shirt to help her extinguish 
the flames. Another co-worker tried to 
help douse the fire with a nearby pot of 
coffee, scalding her already sensitive 
skin and compounding her injuries. 

Badly burned and in tremendous pain, 
Laura was taken to the town’s hospital, 
then transported by ambulance to Via 
Christi Hospital on St. Francis, home to 
the only dedicated burn care facility 
within 180 miles of Wichita. 

The slow journey to recovery
Laura was brought directly into the 
center’s admit room, which is kept at 
110 degrees to prevent hypothermia, a 

To look at Laura Thomas today, you would never know that she quietly 
suffers from life-altering burn injuries that have left her scarred and in 
constant pain.

The wife and mother of three was a patient at Via Christi Regional Burn Center 
for six weeks after being burned in a flash fire at her workplace. 

That was nearly eight years ago. Now she is a frequent visitor to the center as a 
volunteer for SOAR — Survivors Offering Assistance in Recovery — to give hope 
to others. 

“She is instrumental in building a rapport and a connection with people,” says 
Curt West, a case worker in the Burn Center. “I think they find her a positive 

After the accident, Laura was able to be present for the birth of her first grandchild, 
Isabella. She and her husband, Bob, recently visited her in Florida.

Proof 
positive

For Laura Thomas, being a volunteer  
for the SOAR program is a way to provide 
hope to burn patients and give back to 
Via Christi Regional Burn Center.

What is SOAR?
Designed by the Phoenix Society, the Survivors Offering Assistance in Recovery 
(SOAR) program provides formal training to burn survivors who can help 
comfort burn patients and their loved ones by giving them one-on-one support. 
Volunteers do not give medical advice, but they can share their experiences and 
give hope to burn patients.

Since its creation in 2001, the SOAR program has been implemented in 48 
hospitals throughout the U.S. and Canada. The program came to Via Christi 
Regional Burn Center in 2010 and has six participating volunteers.

lower-than-normal body temperature 
caused by losing skin, which serves as the 
body’s insulation.

Nurses washed and removed dead skin, 
an excruciating process.

A skin graft taken from her own body 
was applied to Laura’s burns within a day 
of her arrival. She would require several 
more during the next few weeks.

“The pain from a severe burn is so 
indescribable that you have to mentally 
keep your head above it just to cope,” 
Laura says. “I prayed, I focused on the 
faces of my children in the photo by 
my bed and found comfort with my 
husband’s hand on mine.”

“The nurses and the doctors provided me 
with exemplary care and helped me live 
through that time. I knew that I was safe, 
that I was cared for and I felt like a person 
and not just a patient in bed 28.”

“I just want to give back. The 
way that I feel I can do that is 
through the SOAR program 
and to let other survivors 
know the other side.”

— Laura Thomas
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Neuro-interventional 
surgery procedures 

save aneurysm patient’s 
life — again and again

‘Every day 
is a gift  
— not a

given’ 

It was Easter weekend — Good 
Friday, 2011 — and “a storm was 
brewing” inside Karen Fifer’s head.

“It hit with lightning speed,” she says. 
“In a matter of minutes our lives were 
changed.”

Karen, 58, of Haysville, was surrounded 
by family at her daughter Cindi’s home in 
Wichita, about to enjoy an outdoor meal 
of homemade tacos.

“Suddenly it felt like I had been hit in the 
head with a hammer,” she says. 

Dizziness then excruciating pain set in. 
Karen wrapped her arms around her 
husband Don’s waist and “hung on for 
dear life.”

“Clutching at his shirt just to contain 
myself, all I could do was say, ‘God, oh 
God’ over and over,” she says.

Another of Karen’s daughters, DeAnna, 

a surgery tech, recognized what was 
happening to her mother, who was 
holding her head and moaning. A weak 
spot in a blood vessel in Karen’s head — 
an aneurysm — had ruptured, causing 
extreme pain as blood leaked into the 
space around her brain.

DeAnna told Cindi, “Call EMS. 
Something’s wrong with Mom.” 

Karen says DeAnna’s quick actions 
“probably saved my life.”

Reading the Bible is one of the joys Karen Fifer makes more 
time for since a ruptured brain aneurysm nearly took her life. 
She lives by the statement, “Every day is a gift — not a given.”

[PATIENT story]

Understanding what had happened to her body and why was challenging. 

“She went through a lot physically, spiritually and emotionally,” says Karen Kelman, 
RN, who has worked in the Burn Center for 19 years and cared for Laura during 
wound cleanings and bandage changes. 

“I worked with her because she enjoys humor, which is what I bring to my patients 
when they need it. With the mix of personalities in our unit, we are able to give our 
patients all the support they need when they need it.” 

Saying thanks by  
giving back

Although many years have passed 
since Laura’s accident, the scars, 
pain and memory of her caregivers’ 
kindness remains. Coming back as a 
volunteer is her way of returning the 
favor. 

Through tragedy, burn survivors share a powerful connection. Laura Thomas and  
Shel Hughes, the first patient she counseled as a volunteer, keep in contact and  
remain friends.

Part of the Oct. 14 Prairie Fire Marathon — a 1.2-mile 
fun run/walk sponsored by the Paige Estes Memorial 
Foundation — benefits Via Christi Regional Burn Center. 

Last year, $10,000 of the proceeds went to help provide 
necessities to burn patients and their families. Visit 
prairiefiremarathon.com for more information about 
Prairie Fire events. 

To give directly to the Burn Center, contact Connie Neal 
at connie.neal@viachristi.org or call 316-268-5292.

Reasons you might go to  
the Burn Center
Located in the hospital on St. Francis, 
Via Christi Regional Burn Center is a 
specialized facility that takes care of 
more than just burn patients. Commonly 
treated conditions include:

 Scalds

 Snake and spider bites

 Electrical injuries

 Complex wounds (e.g., pressure   
ulcers, electrical burns)

 Cellulitis, a bacterial skin infection

 Necrotizing fasciitis, a flesh-  
eating disease

Ways you can help burn patients

Paige 
Estes

[NEW technology]

Watch Laura Thomas and others  
tell her story by visiting  
viachristi.org/burn-survivor  

click+learn
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a rare “dissecting aneurysm” where the entire artery was weak.

“Imagine the wall of a blood vessel being flimsy like wet tissue paper 
— it just falls apart,” says Reddy. “Probably less than 5 percent of all 
aneurysms are dissecting. Mortality rates are significantly higher 
because they’re more difficult to treat and once treated, they tend to 
recur more frequently.”

Karen received specialized treatment from inside the blood vessel, a 
procedure called “coiling.” Outside of Kansas City, Via Christi is the 
only hospital in Kansas to offer aneurysm coiling capabilities and other 
neuro-interventional procedures around the clock, 365 days a year.

Using X-ray guidance, Reddy threaded a tiny catheter through blood 
vessels from Karen’s groin up to the aneurysm. He performed a 
highly complex placement of a double-layered stent to give structural 
support to the artery. He then fed flexible platinum coils into the 
aneurysm sac to pack it tightly in order to keep blood from entering 
and therefore prevent bleeding.

“Dr. Reddy and the angio team saved my life numerous times,” says 
Karen, who was treated twice more with stents and coils to stabilize 
growth of the dissecting aneurysm, and two times for mini strokes as 
recently as August of this year.

A follow-up angiogram in late August showed no aneurysm regrowth 
and “effectively a cure,” Reddy says.

“I am a testimony of excellent care and treatments by Via Christi. I have 
no neurological deficits, which I contribute to the healing hand of a 
loving God and the excellent care given by my doctors and nurses.

“My life is forever changed,” says Karen. “Being close to death has 
made me more alive.” 

Karen — with grandson 
Andrew, 9 — cherishes 
close relationships and 
time spent with family 
since surviving a ruptured 
brain aneurysm.

Visit viachristi.org/aneurysm-survivor 
to read Karen’s list of how life is richer 
since her near-death experience. 

click+learn

As the family waited for help, they 
prayed to God to stop what was 
happening in Karen’s head.

When EMS workers arrived, Karen’s 
family chose to have her transported 
to Via Christi Hospital on St. Francis, 

“... because they have an excellent 
neurological unit,” she says.

At Via Christi, a cerebral angiogram 
showed a large, ruptured aneurysm 
on the right side of Karen’s brain. 
Thankfully, the bleeding had stopped 
and she had not suffered any loss of 
function.

“If the bleeding had continued, most 
likely I would not have lived long 
enough to get to a hospital,”  
Karen says.

According to the American 
Stroke Association, the chance 
of death from an aneurysm bleed 
is up to 40 percent. Of those 
who survive, the chance of brain 
damage is up to 35 percent. 

Karen had a long and complicated 
“clipping” procedure to fix the ruptured 
aneurysm. Surgeons made an opening 
in her skull then closed off the mouth 
of the aneurysm with two titanium clips, 
preventing a dangerous “rebleed.”

She spent two weeks in the hospital’s 
Neurocritical Care Unit. Despite having 
been gravely ill, Karen recalls a bright 
spot.

“My family never left me, and that 
was very reassuring,” she says of the 
bedside vigil they shared.

Karen was dismissed on Mother’s Day. 
She recalls that while recovering at 
home she was sometimes exhausted, 
overwhelmed and emotional, but she 
also was hopeful.

“I don’t think I ever got depressed nor 
did I cry — there was no need,” Karen 
says. “I felt so blessed to be alive ... I 
woke up each day with a heart full of 
gratitude.”

Less than four months later, during a 
post-surgery checkup, regrowth of the 
aneurysm was discovered.

“I just couldn’t believe this was 
happening again so soon,” says Karen. 

“I was very scared.” 

Images from a follow-up angiogram 
performed by Kumar Reddy, MD, 
medical director of Interventional 
Radiology for Via Christi, confirmed a 
longitudinal tear in the blood vessel. 
This meant that instead of the usual 

“saccular” berry-like bulge, Karen’s was 

A brain aneurysm (AN-u-rizm) is a 
bulging spot in a weakened blood vessel. 
A ruptured aneurysm causes bleeding 
into the space around the brain which can 
lead to stroke, brain damage and death. 

3 to 5 million   
Americans have 
or will develop a 
cerebral aneurysm

— American Stroke  
Association

Up to 

5%

What is aneurysm clipping?  

A type of surgical blood vessel repair 
in which the skull is opened and a tiny 
metal clip is placed at the mouth of  
the aneurysm.

What is aneurysm coiling?  

A surgeon feeds soft, flexible platinum 
coils into the aneurysm via a tiny 
catheter. The coils pack tightly inside the 
aneurysm so blood cannot get in. 

[NEW technology] [NEW technology]

Creating stained glass 
designs is Karen’s 
favorite hobby.

Karen Fifer credits Kumar 
Reddy, MD, at right, and the 
angio lab team with saving 
her life numerous times.
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[RESIDENT story] [RESIDENT story]

After 45 years of marriage, Chuck 
and Norma Dandurand decided to 
downsize from their west side home, 
avoid the hassles of everyday home 
and yard maintenance and dedicate 

more of their time to travel and doing things they both 
enjoyed. That was two years ago. 

“Norma and I wanted to choose and make the selection 
on where we’d like to live in our golden years, and not 
get our kids involved in that process — so we scouted 
five senior communities in the area and fell in love with 
this particular apartment,” Chuck says. “We informed 
the kids only after we made the final decision to move 
here!” 

Having lived in west Wichita since 1969, the Dandurands 
chose Via Christi Village at 3636 N. Ridge Road. In their 
assisted living suite, they feel no loss of freedom and 
appreciate no longer having the upkeep of a house. 

The Dandurands advise mature adults to make the 
move to a retirement community while they are still 
physically able, rather than wait until they have to move 
and risk leaving the decision to family members to make 
for them.

“We were able to be selective and suit our own needs,” 
Chuck says. 

They like the lake view at Via Christi Village and the 
fact that the community sits far enough back from the 
road to minimize traffic noise. They also like the wide 
hallways and the bright, warm interiors that felt like 
home to them. It’s also adjacent to the new  
St. Catherine of Siena Catholic Church.

“We enjoy the leisurely lifestyle here, the staff is great … 
very accommodating,” Chuck says. 

The Dandurands’ current activities include eating out, 
going shopping and making weekend visits to the 
farmer’s market where they purchase fresh produce 
to use on the BLT sandwiches which are part of their 
weekend traditions.

A place to ‘come home and live’
Moving for matured adults can be a traumatic and 
difficult experience. While Chuck and Norma are happy 
in their assisted living apartment, they say they are 
excited about the construction of a new 80-bed skilled 
nursing unit at Via Christi Village. Should either of 
them eventually need nursing care, the two connected 
buildings will make a future move less stressful.

Chuck chairs the Resident Council for the community and was 
excited to be included in the planning for the skilled nursing 
addition to comprise four 20-unit neighborhoods with all 
private beds. He was influential in including small dining areas 
that promote getting to know fellow residents instead of having 
one large, hotel-style dining room.

“We want to create a place where people can come home 
and live,” says Jerry Carley, president and CEO of Via Christi 
Villages.

In the past two decades, there have been significant 
advancements in the senior care world. Seniors now have more 
options to choose from, and can customize their home for their 
particular level of care.

Assisted living at Via Christi Village offers a secure and 
supportive environment for people who want to stay active, but 
prefer a little help with daily chores. Residents also have access 
to a dedicated professional staff, nutritious meals,  
interdenominational church services, transportation, beauty 
and barber shop, and a beautiful outdoor courtyard with a  
lake view. 

Couple enjoys a leisurely lifestyle  
at Via Christi Village

“We informed the kids only after we 
made the final decision to move here!” 

— Chuck Dandurand 

Farmers market vendor Larry Tiemann shows Chuck and Norma 
Dandurand some of his finest produce.

Via Christi Village on Ridge  
expansion project 

Construction began in June on an expansion 
at Via Christi Village at 3636 N. Ridge Road in 
west Wichita. The new 80-bed skilled nursing 
unit will consist of all private beds in four 20-unit 
neighborhoods. 

“We know that there is a demand for such a facility 
in the west part of Wichita,” says Jerry Carley, 
president and CEO, Via Christi Villages. “There are 
not many skilled nursing beds in that part of town.”

Carley notes that the skilled nursing unit adds to 
the continuum of care at Via Christi Village on 
Ridge, which presently has 60 assisted living units.

Via Christi Villages owns or manages 14 senior 
living communities and programs and cares for 
more than 1,600 residents in Kansas and northeast 
Oklahoma. 

The expansion will occupy 6.5 acres of an available 
15 acres of land owned by Via Christi at the site. 
Once completed, the project will create 115 new 
jobs. 

 72,000-square-foot skilled nursing unit 
with targeted completion in October 
2013 

 All private beds in four 20-unit 
neighborhoods

 Prominent chapel promoting Christian 
values of Via Christi Villages

 Bistro area for a cup of coffee or 
sandwich with friends and family 

A home 
without 
hassles

Visit viachristi.org/senior-care to learn more about  
Via Christi’s senior communities and their care levels.  
Call 316-462-3636 to reach Via Christi Village on Ridge.

  

click+learn
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Pear-Cranberry Pie with Oatmeal Streusel 
A healthier alternative to traditional holiday desserts

Makes 12 servings

[healthy EATING][NEW faces]

Preheat oven to 350 degrees. In a medium bowl, 
combine oats, 1/2 cup brown sugar, cinnamon, 
nutmeg and salt. With a pastry blender (or if you 
don’t have one, your clean, dry hands) cut in butter 
until mixture resembles coarse corn meal. Set 
aside.

In a large bowl, toss pears and cranberries with  
2/3 cup brown sugar and cornstarch. Set aside.

Spoon pear mixture into unbaked pie crust 
and sprinkle streusel over top. Bake at 350 

degrees for 30 minutes (or until streusel 
and crust is golden brown) then cover 
with foil to prevent overbrowning and 
continue baking for about 30 minutes 
more (or until fruit is bubbly). Cool at 
least 1 hour on a wire rack.

Serve slightly warm, topped with a 
dollop of Greek yogurt — about two 

tablespoons — sweetened with a teaspoon 
of honey or sugar-free vanilla syrup. 

Recipe from

Sheryll Clarke, MS, RD, 
LD, a Via Christi Clinic 
registered dietitian who 
specializes in helping kids 
and adults control their 
weight and manage health 
conditions through healthy 
food choices. 

Find more of her healthy 
eating recipes on 
vcwomensconnection.com

Healthy holiday 
eating tip
At just 240 calories a 
slice and 31 percent fat, 
this recipe is a relatively 
low-calorie, low-fat holiday 
treat. (Traditional pumpkin 
pie has about 350 calories 
a slice and 39 percent fat!) 
But if you’d like something 
even lighter, cut the brown 
sugar in half, to save about 
40 calories a serving. 
Or, make this a crustless 
cobbler to save up to 100 
calories a serving. Just 
spray a 9-inch cake pan 
with oil or nonstick cooking 
spray then pile on the fruit 
and streusel and bake as 
directed.

¾  cup old fashioned oats
½  cup packed light brown sugar 
½  teaspoon ground cinnamon 
¼  teaspoon ground nutmeg 
Dash of salt 
2  tablespoons chilled butter, cut into 

small pieces 
2  large Anjou pears, peeled and cut 

in ½-inch cubes (about 3 cups) 
2  cups fresh or frozen 

cranberries 
2/3  cup packed light brown 

sugar 
2½  tablespoons cornstarch 
1  unbaked 9-inch  

deep-dish pastry shell 

ADAPTED FROM COOKING LIGHT, NOVEMBER 2007

NUTRITIONAL INFORMATION: 240 CALORIES ( 1/ 12 OF PIE)

 | food | HEALTHY & HEAVENLY

To view a video of   
Via Christi Chef Don 
Lucero preparing this 
recipe, visit viachristi.org/
nutrition-wichita

Bradley M.  
Saunders, MD
Orthopedics 
1947 Founders’ Circle
13213 W. 21st St. N. 
720 Medical Center Drive, 
Newton
316-613-4640

Bradley Saunders 
joined Via Christi Clinic 
Orthopedics department 
in August and practices at 
three locations. Saunders 
received his medical degree 
from the University of Texas 
Medical School at Houston. 
He completed his residency 
in Orthopedic Surgery 
at Fort Worth Affiliated 
Hospitals, Fort Worth, 
Texas, and his fellowship 
in Upper Extremities at 
San Francisco Shoulder, 
Elbow and Hand Clinic — 
California Pacific Medical 
Center Program,  
San Francisco.

Praveena  
Gorantla, MD
Rheumatology
3311 E. Murdock
316-689-9188

Rheumatologist Praveena 
Gorantla returns to Via 
Christi Clinic in December. 
She has been in practice 
for four years; the first 
year was with Via Christi 
Clinic under her maiden 
name, Kakumani. Gorantla 
received her medical 
degree from Rangaraya 
Medical College, NTR 
University of Health 
Sciences, Vijayawada, India. 
She completed her Internal 
Medicine residency at 
Drexel University College 
of Medicine, Philadelphia, 
Pa., and her fellowship in 
Rheumatology at Cleveland 
Clinic, Cleveland. 

NewFaces
at Via Christi Health

Join us in welcoming these  
physicians to Via Christi Clinic

Looking for a doctor? Visit 
viachristi.org/find-a-doctor 

click+learn

Flu season is typically at its worst during 
December and January, but it can start as early 

as October. Prepare now by getting your flu vaccine 
at Via Christi Clinic. 

Anyone can get the flu, but children have the 
highest infection rates. The Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention recommends everyone who 
is at least 6 months old get the flu vaccine every 
year. 

Those at high risk of developing serious 
complications from the flu include:

 People who have medical conditions including 
asthma, diabetes and chronic lung disease

 Pregnant women
 People age 65 and older

People who live with or care for others at high risk 
also are encouraged to be vaccinated. 

Flu viruses change constantly. Getting vaccinated 
each year provides the best protection.

Clinics offer flu shots, FluMist nasal spray vaccine 
and intradermal flu vaccine, which is injected with 
a very small needle just under the skin, much like a 
TB test. 

Call 316-689-9955 or check viachristiclinic.com 
for flu shot station locations.

Are you ready for  
flu season?
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[class CALENDAR]

KO H L’ S  C A R E S ®  P R E S E N T S

Boot Camp for New Dads
Basic training for first-time dads. 

Receive a training manual and T-shirt. 

Sponsored by Via Christi Health and 

Kohl’s Cares for Kids®. 

Register:  316-689-5700

Cost:  Free

October class
When: Oct. 20,  9 a.m.-Noon

Where: Pleasant Valley Methodist 

Church, 1600 W. 27th St. N.

November class
When: Nov. 17,  9 a.m.-Noon

Where:  Via Christi Hospital

 3600 E. Harry

 3rd floor, McNamara Center

December class
When: Dec. 15, 9 a.m.-Noon

Where:  Via Christi Hospital

 3600 E. Harry

 3rd floor, McNamara Center

KO H L’ S  C A R E S ®  P R E S E N T S

Happiest Baby on the Block™
Sponsored by Via Christi Health and 

Kohl’s Cares for Kids®. Learn the five 

steps to calm a crying baby.  

Register: 316-689-5700

Cost:  Free

When:  Oct. 9, Nov. 6 or Dec. 4  

7-9 p.m.

Where:  Via Christi Hospital

 3600 E. Harry

 3rd floor, McNamara Center

WO M E N ’ S  C O N N E C T I O N  E V E N T

Hormone replacement:  
The pros and cons
As a woman, at some point in your 

life you may face hormone imbalance. 

Educate yourself about hormone 

replacement and what may or may not 

be right for you. Presented by Allison 

Taylor, MD, OB/GYN, with Center for 

Women’s Health. Refreshments served.

Register:    vcwomensconnection.com
 by Nov. 1

Cost: Free

When: Nov. 3
 9:30-10:30 a.m.

Where: Corporate Caterers                    
2949 N. Rock Road

Advance directives
Learn to complete documents on 

durable power of attorney for health 

care, living will and do not resuscitate. 

Register: 316-689-5700

Cost:  Free

When:  Nov. 14

 2:30-4 p.m.

Where:  Via Christi Cancer Resource 

Center, 817 N. Emporia

Living with Parkinson’s
Have you or a loved one been diagnosed 

with Parkinson’s disease? 

Register:  316-689-5700

Cost:  Free

Where:  Via Christi Hospital  

929 N. St. Francis

 2nd floor, Room 2039

Nutrition 
When:  Oct. 17, 2-3 p.m. 

Sleep issues 
When:  Nov. 14, 2:30-3:30 p.m. 

TBD 
When:  Dec. 12, 2:30-3:30 p.m. 

Cardiac nutrition
Attend one or all sessions. 

Register:  316-689-5700

Cost:  $5 per person/per class

Where: Via Christi Hospital  

929 N. St. Francis, Rm. 2039

Heart-healthy nutrition: Understand 

cholesterol, fiber and healthy oils.

When:  Oct. 3 or Dec. 5

 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

Shaking it up and spitting out the facts: 
Learn flavorful lower-sodium options 

and better understand food labels.

When:  Oct. 10 or Dec. 12

 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

Cooking up a healthy heart: Low-fat 

techniques, substitutions and tips. A 

cookbook will be available for $6.

When:  Oct. 17 or Dec. 19

 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 

Survival skills for dining out: Learn to 

make the best choices for your heart 

when eating at restaurants.

When: Oct. 24, 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

You’ve got a lot to gain  
by losing weight
Learn about the HMR Program for 

Medical Weight Management. Offered 

by Via Christi Weight Management.

Register:  316-689-6082

Cost:  Free 

Where:  Via Christi Weight 

Management, 6100 E. Central  

(NW corner of Genesis)

Evening classes
Dates: Oct. 8, 15, 22 or 29 

Nov. 5, 12, 19 or 26 

 Dec. 3, 10 or 17

Time: 5:20 p.m.

Lunchtime classes
Dates:  Oct. 9, 16, 23 or 30 

Nov. 6, 13, 20 or 27

 Dec. 4, 11 or 18

Time: Noon

a healthier you
Community Health Education
in Wichita

Registration is required for all classes.

2012
Surgical weight loss session
Learn ways to treat severe obesity, 

including surgical options available 

through Via Christi. 

Register:  316-689-6082

Cost:  Free

Where:  Via Christi Clinic, Family 

Medicine  

707 N. Emporia  

(Emporia & Murdock — enter 

south side of building only)

Dates: Oct. 9 or 25, Nov. 13 or 29, 

Dec. 11 or 27

Time:  Check in: 5:30 p.m. 

Class: 6 p.m.

Look good … feel better™
Ladies, learn how to cope with the 

appearance-related side effects cancer 

treatment can cause. 

Register:  316-616-6500

Cost:  Free 

When: Oct. 15, Nov. 19, or Dec. 17

 10 a.m.-Noon

Where: Via Christi Cancer Resource 

Center, 817 N. Emporia

Introduction to lymphedema
The manual lymphatic drainage system 

will be discussed as a treatment option. 

Register:  316-689-5700

Cost:  Free

When:  Oct. 10, Dec. 12

 11 a.m.-Noon

Where:  Via Christi Cancer 

 Resource Center

 817 N. Emporia

Support Groups

Via Christi Rehabilitation  
Hospital  
1151 N. Rock Road

For more info: 316-634-3400

Amputee  
support group

Brain injury  
support group 

CVA/Stroke  
support group 

Music therapy 
ministry 

2nd Tues. each month

6-7:30 p.m.

1st Thurs. each month

4-6 p.m.

1st Tues. each month

3-5 p.m.

Every Sunday

6-6:30 p.m.

october•november•december

For information about Community Health Education classes in Pittsburg, call:
Smoking cessation: 620-235-7900; Parenting: 620-235-7505; Conscious fathering: 620-232-1031; Mobile mammograms: 620-249-4328.

Via Christi 50+

Breast cancer risk increases with age. 

Learn symptoms for earlier diagnosis 

and treatments to improve the 

outcome. Join Patty Tenofsky, MD, 

FACS, a breast care and breast surgery 

specialist for Via Christi Clinic.

Register:  316-689-5700

Cost:  Via Christi 50+ members — Free 

General public — $5

When:  Oct. 17, 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

Where: Corporate Caterers 

2949 N. Rock Road 

O C TO B E R  L U N C H &  L E A R N

Breast cancer: Risks, prevention, screening and improving 
your outcome 

Learn causes of shortness of breath and 

what you may be able to do to alleviate 

it. Presented by Jennifer Jackson, MD, 

director of Pulmonary Rehabilitation at 

Via Christi Health. Lunch will be served. 

Register:  316-689-5700

Cost:  Via Christi 50+ members — Free 

Public — $5 cash/check at door

When:  Nov. 21, 11:30-12:30 p.m.

Where: Call for location 

N OV E M B E R  L U N C H &  L E A R N

Shortness of breath: Causes and treatment options

Come learn tips and new technologies 

to improve your skin’s health and 

appearance. Presented by Kesha 

Buster, MD, FAAD, dermatologist and 

expert in aesthetic treatments with  

Via Christi Clinic. Register by Nov. 9.

Register:  vcwomensconnection.com

Cost:  $5

When:  Tuesday, Nov. 13

Time: Networking/lunch: 11:30 a.m.

 Presentation: Noon

Where: Wichita Boathouse

WO M E N ’ S  C O N N E C T I O N L U N C H E O N

Healthier, younger looking skin

Don’t see what you’re looking for? More classes and events listed online. Please visit viachristi.org/calendar-events
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“I really love the free lunch and learn events,” 
Hodges says of the program, previously named 
Senior Connection. “Not only do I get to meet 
great people, but the health education topics 
covered have been very beneficial to me and my 
husband, James.”

Via Christi 50+ is open to anyone age 50 and 
over. Individual memberships are just $25 per 
year, or $40 per couple. Members can enjoy free 
health luncheons, join their fellow members for 
special social events, take advantage of discounts 
on health screenings and other perks.

Join the fun today!
For more information and a complete list of 
benefits, call Tanya Merritt at 316.719.3354,  
or email tanya.merritt@viachristi.org

Stay healthy 
and happening with

Via Christi 50+
Some membership benefits:

•	 Via Christi 50+ newsletter
•	 Social activities
•	 Free luncheons
•	 Household membership discount
•	 Discounted health screenings
•	 Free notary service
•	 Village Tours and travel events
•	 Free oil change 
•	 Room upgrades for Via Christi 

hospital stays

Dorothy Hodges 
is a big fan of 

Via Christi 50+ 
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